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The kinetics of catalytic steam reforming of methane over an Ni-YSZ anode of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) have been investigated
with the cell placed in a stack configuration. In order to decrease the degree of conversion, a single cell stack with reduced area was
used. Measurements were performed in the temperature range 600–800∘C and the partial pressures of all reactants and products
were varied. The obtained rates could be well fitted with a power law expression (𝑟 ∝ 𝑃0.7CH4 ). A simple model is presented which is
capable of predicting the methane conversion in a stack configuration from intrinsic kinetics of the anode support material. The
predictions are compared with the stack measurements presented here, and good agreement is observed.
1. Introduction
The major advantage of partial internal steam reforming in
an SOFC is that the waste heat from the electrochemical
reactions and the joule heat are used to supply the energy for
the endothermic reforming reaction (Reaction (1)) which has
a reaction enthalpy of 206 kJ/mol at 25∘C.Theoverall reaction
is still strongly endothermic when taking into account also
the exothermic water gas shift reaction (Reaction (2)) having
a reaction enthalpy of −41 kJ/mol at 25∘C [1]
CH
4
+H
2
O 󴀕󴀬 3H
2
+ CO (1)
CO +H
2
O 󴀕󴀬 CO
2
+H
2
(2)
A further advantage of internal reforming is the decreased
need for cooling via air flow at the cathode side, which can
significantly increase system efficiency.
The rate of catalytic steam reforming of methane over an
industrial SOFC anode is very high [2]. This is caused by
the combined effect of high operating temperature, a highly
active catalyst material, and a high nickel catalyst content.
The Ni content and particle size are optimised to meet
electrochemical and electrical needs and not for optimizing
the steam reforming rate. The result is a rapid cooling, due
to the reaction enthalpy, at the anode inlet giving large
temperature gradients which decreases the stack efficiency
and in the worst case can result in mechanical failure of
the cells, due to thermal stresses [3]. So in order to achieve
optimal operation of SOFC systems with internal steam
reforming, it is necessary to have a good understanding and
possibly control the amount reforming taking place in the
cell. This in turn requires a good model representation of the
stack, which has also received much attention lately [4–11].
The accuracy of such models depends on the accuracy of the
kinetic expression used to predict the steam reforming rate
and the purpose of this work is to obtain such an expression
measured directly in a stack configuration. Furthermore, it is
highly advantageous to be able to predict the reforming rate in
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different stack configurations. In rigorous models describing
both the flow in the gas channels and the diffusion through
the anode, the observed reforming rate can be predicted
by using an intrinsic kinetic expression. Such a model will
however require heavy computations if used at stack level. In
Section 4 a very simple method for predicting the reforming
rate in a stack is presented and validated.
2. Experimental
The setup used in these investigations is an “Evaluator C50”
from FuelCon [12], which has undergone somemodifications
to fit the purpose of these experiments. Dry gas flows are con-
trolled with mass flow controllers (MFC) of the type “LOW
Δ𝑃 FLOW” and “EL-FLOW” from Bronkhorst HI-TEC,
which were calibrated using a Gilibrator 2 soap bubble flow
meter from Gilian with a specified measuring range of 20–
6000mL/min. Water vapour is added by bubbling nitrogen
through a bubble flask at 90∘C. Temperature measurements
were made with K-type thermocouples.
Two IR analyzers of the type NGA 2000 Analyzer from
Fisher-Rosemount were used interchangeably to measure the
CO and CO
2
content in the gas streams. The contents of the
remaining species were calculated from themass balance.The
fact that this is a trustworthy method was verified in some
selected cases where a gas chromatograph was used to deter-
mine the concentration of all species (except H
2
O) present at
both inlet and outlet (CH
4
, CO
2
, CO, and H
2
). The analyzers
have a measurement error of 1% of the given measuring
limit.
The stackswere reduced by the following procedure: heat-
ing to 860∘C in N
2
. At 860∘C the gas was changed to 20% H
2
in N
2
for at least 4 hours; hereafter the sample was cooled to
the test temperature and measurements were started.
The first attempt ofmeasuring the steam reforming kinet-
ics was made on a 5-cell SOFC 10 cm × 10 cm standard stack
from Topsoe Fuel Cell. It was found that the methane was
completely converted, even at the highest flows that the setup
could deliver.
Therefore a special stack was provided by Topsoe Fuel
Cell, with only a single crossflow cell. Three quarters of the
cell was cut away so that a number of the cathode flow chan-
nels were removed, and the length of the anode flow channels
was shortened, as illustrated in Figure 1.
A further decrease in cell area would have been preferred,
but removing part of the cell significantly reduced the
robustness of the cells, and several modified cells cracked
under conditions that a normal stack could easily withstand.
Furthermore, removing more than 3/4 of the cell could result
in a gas flowpattern significantly different from that of the full
cell.
Four thermocouples were placed in the gas distribution
plates close to the flow channels, in order to monitor the
temperature gradient: one at each corner of the fuel inlet side,
one at the corner with fuel outlet and air inlet, and finally one
at the fuel outlet and halfway through the air channel. The
temperature used in later calculations is an average of these
four measurements. The cathode side was only fed with
Cathode flow
Anode flow
Cell area
Removed cell area
Figure 1: Illustration of the orientation of the quarter cell with
respect to flow directions.
Table 1: Overview of the gas composition at standard conditions
and the range each gas is varied in.
Gas StandardkPa
Range
kPa
CH4 12 12–30
H2O 56 45–70
H2 7 7–18
CO 0 0–6
CO2 0 0–9
nitrogen, both in order to avoid mixing of air with the anode
gas and to avoid electrochemical reactions in the cell. It
is desired to avoid the electrochemical reactions, since the
steam reforming reaction can be studied better, when no
other reactions are taking place.
The rate measurements on this cell were performed at
flows, much higher than what is used during normal opera-
tion of an SOFC, with a total flow of approximately 2Nl/min
and a methane flow of up to 0.5Nl/min. This was done
in order to decrease the degree of conversion of methane.
The supplied methane flow is enough to sustain a current
of 70A which corresponds to a current density of 3 A/cm2.
The specific current density where the SOFC is expected
to operate depends on the specific application as well as
on the area specific resistance. Normal current densities
applied in long-termdurability testing of SOFC, at the present
development stage, lie in the range between 0.25A/cm2 and
1A/cm2. The pressure and temperature were 𝑇 = 600–700∘C
and 𝑃 = 1.1–1.25 atm.
Table 1 shows the standard gas composition as well as the
range in which each gas species was varied in the inlet.
3. Results
During the rate measurements it was observed that the
catalytic activity of the anode had a slow approach to
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Figure 2: Startup curve for a half-cell stack at 𝑇 = 600∘C, 𝑃CH4 =
20 kPa, 𝑃H2O = 59 kPa, 𝑃H2 = 4 kPa, and 𝑃N2 = 36 kPa.
steady state after startup and after changes in temperature
or hydrogen partial pressure. An example of this is shown in
Figure 2. Possible explanation for such a decrease in activity is
changes in the anode microstructure, carbon deposition, and
poisoning. All experiments were conducted under conditions
where carbon formation should not be possible and no signs
of carbon formationwere observed after the experiments.The
dynamic behaviour is ascribed to microstructural changes in
the anode; however, it is not possible to conclusively rule out
ppb levels of poisoning. An important note on this dynamic
behavior is that if the activation energy is examined without
waiting for steady state after each temperature change, the
value will be underestimated with a factor 2-3. All measure-
ments reported in this paper are obtained after steady state
has been achieved at the relevant temperature.
Figures 3 and 4 show the influence on the reaction rate
of varying the inlet gas composition at 650∘C and 750∘C,
respectively. The measurements of the reaction rate depen-
dence on the CO concentration at 650∘C were not completed
due to problems with the equipment.
The observed reaction order of all species exceptmethane
is seen to be close to zero, in agreement with the majority
of the expressions reported in the literature [2–15]. A weak
dependence on 𝑃H
2
, −0.2 at 650∘C and 0.1 at 750∘C, is
observed. This could be due to restructuring of the catalyst.
The influence of methane partial pressure has been tested
at several temperatures, and the observed rate orders are
shown in Table 2. A power law expression was fitted to the
measured data using a methane rate order of 0.7. It should
be noted that this rate expression is only intended as a direct
description of the observed conversions and as such mass
transport limitations and temperature gradients have not
been taken into account. Such effects will be discussed in
the next section. That is, the rate constant is calculated from
(3). The change in methane concentration through the cell is
Table 2: Measured rate order of CH4 at different temperatures.
𝑇 [
∘C] Reaction order
600 0.63
625 0.56
650 0.75
675 0.80
725 0.63
750 0.65
775 0.71
800 0.73
taken into account by using a logarithmic mean of the inlet
and outlet concentrations, even though this is only accurate
when there is a first order dependency:
𝑘 = (𝑟obs)
× (𝐴ano ∗ (
𝑃CH
4
,in − 𝑃CH
4
,out
log (𝑃CH
4
,in) − log (𝑃CH
4
,out)
)
0.7
)
−1
,
(3)
where 𝑟obs is the observed rate and 𝐴ano is the geometric
anode area (≈23 cm2). An Arrhenius plot of the rate constant
for this kinetic expression is shown in Figure 5, resulting in
the rate expression in
𝑟 = 2 ⋅ 10
4
mole
sm2 Pa
exp(
−166.1 (kJ/mole) 𝑅
𝑔
𝑇
)𝑃
0.7
CH
4
.
(4)
4. Predicting the Reaction Rate from
Intrinsic Kinetics
Kinetic measurements in a stack configuration are subject
to mass transport limitations and temperature gradients and
conditions vary significantly over the cell area. This means
that a rate expression obtained on a stack is not necessarily
valid for a stack with a different configuration. In detailed
models with a complete description ofmass and energy trans-
port this problem can be avoided by using intrinsic kinetics.
This type ofmodel requiresmassive computations and as such
is not viable for flow sheetmodels. Here, a simple approach to
predicting steam reforming kinetics in a stack from intrinsic
kinetics is presented and validated against the stack mea-
surements. The cell/stack is described by the design equation
for a packed bed reactor as shown in (5) [16]. The differ-
ential equation is solved using ode45 in MATLAB, taking
into account the change in gas composition through the stack:
𝑑𝑋CH
4
𝑑𝑊cat
=
𝑟eff
𝑁CH
4
,in
, (5)
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Figure 3: Reaction rate of the internal steam reforming as function of the gas concentration of CH
4
, H
2
O, H
2
, and CO
2
in a quarter cell stack
at 650∘C.
where𝑋CH
4
is the degree of conversion ofmethane,𝑊cat is the
catalyst weight,𝑁CH
4
,in is themolar inlet flowofmethane, and
𝑟eff is the effective reaction rate described by
𝑟eff = 𝜂 ∗ 𝑟int, (6)
where 𝜂 describes how big a fraction of the available catalyst
material that is being fully used is; that is, an efficiency factor
= 1 corresponds to full usage of the catalyst [17]:
𝜂 =
tanh (𝜙)
𝜙
, (7)
where 𝜙 is the Thiele modulus, which for first order kinetics
is
𝜙 = 𝐿√
𝑘
𝐷
, (8)
where𝐿 is the anode thickness, 𝑘 is the rate constant (s−1), and
𝐷 is the effective diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1) of methane.
The gas composition is a multicomponent mixture and the
pore size of the anode support (0.4–1 𝜇m) is in the range
where Knudsen diffusion must be taken into account. For
this case it is not trivial to estimate the effective diffusion
coefficient. We will in the analysis of the data first treat it as
a fitting parameter.The expression used here for determining
𝜂 is valid for systems where pore diffusion is dominant, that
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Figure 4: Corresponding measured rates and dependencies of the different gas species over the quarter cell stack at 750∘C.
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Figure 5: Arrhenius plot for measured rate constants on the quarter
cell stack.
is, intermediate values of 𝜙. At high and low values of 𝜙 other
estimations should be used.
The intrinsic rate (𝑟int) is calculated from an expression
obtained in a plug-flow reactor under differential conversion
and without mass transfer limitations. The expression is
shown in
𝑟int
= (100
mole
g s Pa
exp(−195 (kJ/mole)
𝑅𝑇
)
×𝑃CH
4
(1 −
𝑄sr
𝐾sr
))
× ((1 + 4.6 ⋅ 10
−7Pa−1 exp(32 (kJ/mole)
𝑅𝑇
)𝑃CO)
2
)
−1
.
(9)
Themajority of the kinetic expressions reported in the lit-
erature for steam reforming over Ni-YSZ report an activation
energy in the range 58–135 kJ/mol [4, 13–15, 20–22], and only
a few report values around 200 kJ/mol [23–25].
The high activation energy both in (9) and (4) is a result
of waiting for the slow approach to steady state at each tem-
perature, which has not been reported in the previous studies.
The expressions presented here are consequently not a good
representation of the steam reforming rate in a stack just
after startup or a temperature change. Instead they describe
the reforming rate in a stack operating at steady state for
long periods of time.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the measured conversion
in the “stack” experiment and the conversion predicted from
the expression of the intrinsic kinetics (9) “corrected” for
mass transfer limitations (6)–(8) and differentiated across the
anode (5). Figure 6(a) shows the entire range of obtained
values, while Figure 6(b) shows a zoom at low conversion.
The line in the figures correspond to ideal fit between the
measured value and the predicted value.
Considering the simplicity of themodel, it gives a surpris-
ingly good agreement of themeasured conversion in the stack
and the estimate deduced from the intrinsic kinetics via the
model.Note that the only inputs are the inlet gas composition,
the effective diffusion coefficient, and the temperature. Best
agreement is observed for an effective diffusion coefficient
of 10−5m2 s−1 (note that any temperature dependence of the
diffusion coefficient has been neglected). It can furthermore
be seen from the figures that the major deviations are at
low conversion while higher conversions result in a better
fit. The measurements that deviate most from the model in
Figure 6(b) are withmethane concentration changes at 675∘C
(four points overestimated by model) and 625∘C (four points
underestimated bymodel). It is also these fourmeasurements
at 625∘C that deviate from the trend in the Arrhenius plot in
Figure 5.This deviance could be an indication that the surface
structure at low temperatures is substantially different from
the structure in the majority of the measurements presented
here. However, the deviation does not seem to be systematic
and for the scope of this study it is ascribed to experimental
uncertainty.
The value of the diffusion coefficient that gave the
best description was 10−5m2 s−1 resulting in an efficiency
factor close to 1 at 600∘C and ≈0.5 at 800∘C. This value
corresponds to 0.04 times the binary diffusion coefficient
of a steam/methane gas mixture at 750∘C, calculated as
described in appendix. The strong reduction as compared
to the free gas value is due to the hindering effect of
the anode support. Assuming a porosity of 30% and a
tortuosity of 3 a reduction of the binary gas diffusion of
a factor of 10 should be expected. Moreover the effective
diffusion coefficient is further reduced due to a small size
of the pores. Hence, a reduction by a factor of 20 does not
seem unfeasible. In a study of mass transport limitations
on the electrochemical conversion of hydrogen in a similar
but slightly less porous anode structure, Hendriksen et al.
[26] reported values of the effective diffusion coefficient on
the order of 0.5–1% of the binary diffusion coefficients.
The results are given high credibility from the fact that
themeasurements can be correlatedwithmeasurements from
a plug-flow reactor through a simple description of the
expected mass transport in the stack.
5. Conclusion
The rate of methane steam reforming over an SOFC Ni-
YSZ anode has been measured in the temperature range
600–800∘C and with variations in the partial pressure of all
reactants and products. The activity was observed to have a
long-term dynamic behavior. Furthermore, a simple method
for predictingmethane conversion in a stack froman intrinsic
expression was presented. The method was validated against
the quarter stack measurements and was found to give a
surprisingly good representation of the observed methane
conversion. The simplicity of this method makes it ideal for
simple SOFC stack models, for flow sheeting purposes.
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Figure 6: Comparison of measured conversion and the conversion predicted by the model using data from a plug-flow reactor.
Table 3: Constants used for determining the binary diffusion
coefficients [18, 19].
𝜎 𝜖/k 𝑀
A˚ K g/mol
O2 3.433 113 31.999
N2 3.667 99.8 28.013
H2 2.915 38 2.016
H2O 2.641 809.1 18.016
CO 3.590 110 28.010
CO2 3.996 190 44.010
CH4 3.780 154 16.040
Appendix
Estimation of Diffusion Coefficient
TheChapman-Enskog expression, (A.1), is used to determine
binary diffusion coefficients (𝐷
𝑖𝑗
):
𝐷
𝑖𝑗
= 0.0018583√𝑇
3
(
1
𝑀
𝑖
+
1
𝑀
𝑗
)
1
𝑃𝜎
2
𝑖𝑗
Ω
𝐷
𝑖𝑗
, (A.1)
where𝑀 is the molar mass of the denoted species and Ω is
the dimensionless collision integral, which is a function of
the dimensionless temperature, 𝜅𝑇/𝜖
𝑖𝑗
. The parameters 𝜎 and
𝜖/𝜅 can be found as tabulated values for each species, and the
value for each pair of species can be estimated by [18]
𝜎
𝑖𝑗
=
𝜎
𝑖
+ 𝜎
𝑗
2
𝜖
𝑖𝑗
= √𝜖
𝑖
𝜖
𝑗
.
(A.2)
The tabulated values of𝜎 and 𝜖 that are used in this project
are shown in Table 3.
Equation (A.4) given by Reid et al. [19] is used to calculate
Ω
𝐷
𝑖𝑗
:
𝑦 = 𝑥
4
+ 4
= (𝑥
2
+ 2)
2
− 4𝑥
2
≤ (𝑥
2
+ 2)
2
(A.3)
Ω
𝐷
𝑖𝑗
=
𝐴
(𝑇
∗
)
𝐵
+
𝐶
exp (𝐷𝑇∗)
+
𝐸
exp (𝐹𝑇∗)
+
𝐺
exp (𝐻𝑇∗)
,
(A.4)
where 𝑇∗ = 𝜅𝑇/𝜖
𝑖𝑗
is the dimensionless temperature and the
constants 𝐴 −𝐻 are given below:
𝐴 = 1.06036,
𝐵 = 0.15610,
𝐶 = 0.19300,
𝐷 = 0.47635,
𝐸 = 1.03587,
𝐹 = 1.52996,
𝐺 = 1.76474,
𝐻 = 3.89411.
The method described here should give the binary diffu-
sion coefficients within 10%.
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